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Tell us about the you/your team!

5 Questions

N E X T

Name and Surname of Contact person
Please write your full name

E-mail Address
Please provide us with your email address

example@example.com

Additional team members (max 3)
Please provide the names and surnames of up to three additional team members, separated by 
semicolon(;).

Country
Please provide us with the name of the country from which you are operating



Project/Startup/Team Name
Please give us the name of the author or the team under which this idea will be submitted.

The Challenge
Type a subheader

8 Questions

P R E V I O U S N E X T

Please select the Challenge theme that your proposal addresses 
(Multiple options possible) *
Cross-sectoral innovations are very welcome, but the proposed idea will be adjusted under one theme

Agriculture and land management Sustainable forestry

Socio-economic development Information and knowledge

Title (max 15 words)
Please provide us with the title of your idea.



Summary
Explain your Idea/proposal in a few sentences and less than 40 words

Type here...

Project Details
Please, explain, the idea in more detail.
These four questions can be used for guidance, but other structures are allowed. Please keep the 
criteria in mind for a successful proposal (less than 600 words).

1. What problem are you committed to solving?
2. What innovative idea are you proposing?
3. How could your idea bring positive change to the region if it was scaled?
4. What is your business model?

Type here...

Additional documentation (optionally):
If you wish to provide us with any additional information about your proposed idea, please include the 
file here (only PDF format, Less than 10MB).
(You can click enter to skip)

Drag and drop  les here
Max.  le size: 10.6MB BROWSE FILES



How did you hear about the innovation Challenge?
World Banks, Social media, Press, Newsletter, Friends, etc. ( Please specify you option)

Type here...

Video Pitch (optionally):
Provide us with a link to a video pitch (YouTube, Vimeo, etc.) of your idea (max 2 minutes).
(You can click enter to skip)

https://
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To participate in the challenge, the proposal must be submitted through the online registration form! http://bit.ly/GLFTechChallenge




